In this paper, a method of balancing both access frequency and data amount for a distributed parallel storage system under version management is discussed. We assume the version management method keeps the latest version of file and a number of differential information sets to access previous versions. Since the access frequency for an aged version is tend to be lower than that for the latest version, we control the access frequency distribution by the placement of the latest versions, while the data amount distribution is managed by the placement of the differential information whose size is enough small to adjust the subtle difference of data amount. We propose a distributed directory structure and data placement algorithm, and evaluate its effect on the access frequency and data amount distribution.
Introduction
Recent years, the volume of data accumulated in storage devices increases remarkably. Therefore a parallel and distributed composition is used for mass storage systems in respect of the system performance and reliability.The system is composed of many storage devices (disks) be united to a network. And it distribute data into each disk. For such systems, it is important to balance the access load and the amount of the data storage among disks. It is known that the access skew to the storage devices make response time of a system slow extremely [8] . As it sometimes leads to the system failure, the access frequency for each disk should be balanced.It is also preferable to even up the amount of the data among disks for the efficient use of the disk resources.We have to care the data arrangement in the distributed environment considering the access tendensy and data size for each data unit so that the access frequency and the amount of storage on each storage device become even.
We use version management methods in file creating work such as developing software and CAD or writing papers that involve revising or recomposing for the file much time [4, 7] . Usual methods preserve a fundamentel file and contents of the change from the previous version as differential information [1, 6] . The file of a necessary point is retrieved by appling differential information to fundamental file again. RCS [9] or CVS [2] keep the file of latest version as the fundamental file and add the changes from previous version as the differntial information on every update.
In this paper, we examine the method of efficiently achieving repository where information for the version management is kept on a parallel and distributed storage, when the version of the files is managed by the way of RCS or CVS. In general, it is difficult to balance the access load and the data amount of each disks together. But both can be satisfied to some degree by arranging them with considering to the access tendency and the data size of each data.
Remaining of this paper is structured as follows. We define the terminology and consider properties of the version files in 2. Then the outline of our approach is described in 3. We mention the require for the data arrangement and propose a suitable access structure for it in 4. The file arrangement algorithm with this structure is discussed in 5. We evaluate with simulating the degree of distribute for the access frequency and the volume of data in 6, and the result is brought together with 7.
Terminology and Properties

Definition
First of all, we define some terms. The state of the file at certain point is called a version. The file on version management is called a version file. The version file is composed of the latest version object (LO) containing the data of latest version of the version file, and difference objects (DOs) in which update differential information is written. A DO is identified by the pair of a file name and a version number. The DO is assumed to be made whenever the version file is updated. The unit of data management on repository is an individual object.
Properties of Objects
First, we consider the access frequency to objects. When you retrieve a file of old version, all DOs representing all versions between the latest version and necessary version are accessed. Therefore, the access frequency to the DO representing n-th edition becomes the summation of the access frequency to the 1st to n-th version. In general, the access frequency to newer versions is larger than that to aged versions. As a result, when the DOs become old, their access frequency decreases extremely compared with that of the LOs. Then, we consider the size of the object. The the number of objects preserved in repository increase as file update. It can be thought the size of each DO is small to some degree compared with the size of the LO, though the total size of objects of version file varies by every update.
We can summarize properties of the version file as follows. Property 1: DO exists as many the number of versions of the version file. Property 2-1: All the DOs between latest version and necessary version are need for retrieing the file of that version. Property 2-2: The near two DOs likely be accessed at the same time with high possibility. Property 3-1: The LO of version file is accessed whenever that version file is retrieved. Property 3-2: The access frequency of DOs is extremely small compare to that of the LO. Property 3-3: The size of DOs is smaller than that of LO. Property 3-4: The access frequency of DOs decrease with getting old.
Approach
Here, we assume that each disk has distributed directory by Btree and objects are placed by range partitioning. As the access tendency changes as time passing from the property 3-4, a dynamic arrangement decision is needed by using both the elapsed time objects are made and the access frequency of them. In the beginning, we propose the access structure that enables efficient access to the latest version of the file with high access frequency and the differential information made at every update, and also enables be managed about the access frequency and data amount. Moreover, we propose the data placement algorithm to the disks with this access structure, balancing the access frequency and the data amount of each disk considering the access frequency of each data.
Directory structure
Requirements
According to the property 3-1, 3-2, the directory structure treating the LO similarly to the DOs is not good for the version management. In the directory of Btree, the internal node grows by file update. That makes the length of path for access increase, and putting the entire tree in the memory difficult. As a result, the access speed of the objects to be accessed frequently rises though most of the objects included in the directory are DOs accessed infrequently.
Skew of the amount of the data storage are caused by the DO's being added by adding the version file to repository or updating file. Skew of the access frequency are generated by the access skew existing between version files or between LOs and DOs. Therefore, the possibility is high that either of access skew or data amount skew is not removed by the range partitioning data placement.
Hence the directory structure that can be accessed with low-coster for the object with shorter elapsed time after to be made is preferable considering the property 2-1, 2-2, and 3-1. It is also necessary that enables the dynamic arrangement consider the change of the access frequency from the property 3-2 and 3-4.
Structure
We propose the new access structure which discriminates the access path to the objects by using the Btree index for the LO and the list structure on the time-line of to be made for the DO (fig.1) . The LOs are managed with the directory by Btree. The keys are file name of them. The placement to the disk is assumed to be range partitioning. Objects are connected by a pointer in chronological order from the newer one by version file. Each pointer has the address of next object and placed on storage device. We can access the DO following pointer sequentially from the LO.
This has smaller Btree including only LOs, and the length of path for the DOs becomes shorter for newer DOs. It enables putting Btree in the memory and the access cost for newer version that accessed more frequently decrease. And file update does not affect the access cost of LOs. Moreover, the DOs can be arranged in an arbitrary disk with this structure. It means that the access frequency and the amount of the data can be flexibly adjusted to the disks.
This method is superior to the existing Btree directory with a lot of number of request for the newer version of file. Since this is the enhance of the usual Btree index structure, it is acceptable for the file that is not under the version management by making index without the links to the DO.
Placement
Placement Policy
It takes time for file retrieval that "communication time between disks × the number of disks need to access for data retrieval". Therefore, it is preferable the DOs that likely demanded at the same time arranged to the same disk. The newest DO is placed the same disk of the LO. The newer objects are moved to other disks for access distribution. The LOs and newer DOs moves to the disk logically adjacent by the range partitioning. The older objects are moved to other disks for data amount balance, so as not to effect the access balance. It is assumed as the balance of the access frequency to have a priority to the balance of data amount.
Migration border is defined as the boundary objects to settle the DOs left on former disk. This is decided by specifying the ratio of the access frequency to the LO. And older or newer objects than migration border are moved. 0.7 is assumed to be a migration border in the example of fig. 2 . 
Algorithm for access frequency equalization
Objects are migrated by changing the partition of the range of disks. Therefore, the LO accompanies the adjacent file when it moves.
Algorithm for data amount equalization
Data amount is balanced by moving the old DO. They can be placed the disk of less data amount.
1 Check the access frequency and data amount of each disk for a fixed time. When the amount of the data storage of the disk exceeds a fixed ratio of the disk of a minimum amount of data storage, do follows. 2 Destination disks have lower data amount in system. 3 Set the migration border to fix the target objects of each version file. 4 Migrate objects by version file in the order of lower access frequency till the total data of disks become even.
Evaluation
Estimation of cost
Retrieve(filename, version) reads the file specified by filename and version. The cost is assumed to retrieve all necessary objects + the communication traffic between disks. Update(filename) updates the LO and generates a DO specified by filename. The created DO is put on the same disk as the LO. The cost is assumed to write the LO + write the DO to the disk. Migrate(filename, destination) transmit objects specified by the filename to the destination disk by reading and sending them, then write in a new place. The cost is to retrieve all necessary objects + the communication traffic between disks + write all necessary objects to disks. The access cost for migration border is added for these cost: O(n) when the access frequency decrease linear, or O(logn) when the access frequency decrease exponential (border ratio is shown as n.) .
Simulation
We constructed a simulator based on the proposed strategy. In the simulator, two of both algorithms are executed at fixed intervals to balance both data amount and access frequency. We assumed the number of retrieval and update query to each version files correlates by zipf distribution.
The skew of the amount of data storage is shown in fig. 3 . This shows the amount of the data of the disk can be kept even by the proposed method while standard deviation increases as for existing Btree directory. That shows the limit of choosing destination for data migration under using of range partitioning. It cannot remove skew enough, when It is important that data migration does not deteriorate the current skew so as not to cause unnecesary migaration. For this reason, in the migration for data amount equalization, taking the migration border high grows better because the number of objects that can be moved grows, and that can control the skew with high accuracy. This is also true in the case of the equalization of access frequency. As the file with large access frequency can be moved by taking the migration border high,the access load can be efficiently moved with necessity minimum data migaration.
Data amount and the access frequency of each disk were able to be even up when retrieve query is relatively much than update query. But it was possible to even them up to some degree, even if the update ratio of files was high. Moreover since the high ratio of file update query sometiomes causes a lot of migrations for the data amount equalization and access frequency equalization in the chain, the system might become inefficient.Therefore, another solution may need to switch the purpose of migration based on the file access pattern, or migrate data to other disks considering the increase speed of the DO.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we examined the efficient placement of data on the disks when repository containing the latest version of file and the differential information of update is constructed on a distributed storage system. We combine Btree and lists as the fast data access structure under consideration for the access tendency of each data, and proposed the efficient data placement algorithm for equalization of access frequency and data amount on each disk. By the simulation of this method, we showed the efficiency of placement by considering access frequencyand the setting parameter high in some degree leads better effect.
As future work, the placement for other access pattern needs to be thought. Or the conversion regime of arbitral access pattern and placement strategy is needed. And methods for other version management system are also to be considered. The relation of time to access cost is varying on the system using difference of object structure or multidimensional index structure [1, 3, 5] .
